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Skills

Design
UX strategy, 

User flows, 

Concept sketches, 
Wireframes, 

Prototypes, 

Mockups, 

Motion design, 

Design systems, 
Branding

Research
User interviews, 
Usability testings, 
Persona hypothesis, 

Competitor analysis,

User journey

Tools

Design
Figma, Adobe XD, 
Sketch, Keynote, 
Photoshop, Illustrator, 
MS Powerpoint, 
Procreate, CAD, 
Autodesk

Research
Useberry, Google 
Optimize, Lookback

Project 
Managment 
MS Teams, Slack, 
Notion

Experience

UI/UX Designer I | Gameberry labs
July, 2021 - Present  /  Bangalore, India

 Voice Club: Designed the entire user experience for the voice clubs feature for the game 
Ludo Star. Conducted user research & collaborated with multiple stakeholders to create 
end-to-end user flows. Shipped improved versions which will enable an increase of 
conversion in the platform

 Super Emoji: Designed an experience to enable users to use animated emojis while playing  
games, worked with creative art team to ship this interactive experience

 Race Event: Designed the live event for Parchisi Star. Coordinated with game artists and 
tech artists to priortise the game event experience. Built a scalable flow in line with the core 
game play which will help the company gain a competitive advantage from other players in 
the market.

Associate, Designer | Infor
September, 2020 - July, 2021  /  Hyderabad, India

 Crafted deliverables for Infor brand commmunications and sales requirements. These 
included designing appealing corporate sale templates & creative branding videos

 Created Web Interfaces to support the growth of the CloudSuite site
 Constructed flow driven 3D and 2D illustrations to improve the product experience across 

multiple touchpoints. 

Design Intern | Janitri pvt. ltd.
June, 2019 - July, 2019  /  Bangalore, India

 Worked on kiosk design and problem identification, by conducting user interviews, creating 
users flows and doing primary research.

 I was part of the material study for the foetal monitor
 My work there also incorporated making the branding and packaging for the monitor, and 

creating marketing collaterals.

Others
 Did a few freelancing gigs in the recent past.
 Was part of two other internships while I was pursuing my undergraduate degree
 Published an article on Muzli Design by Invision - “Are you designing for the users?”

Education

Bachelore of design in Product design  | PES University
2020 / Bangalore, India

 CGPA - 9.34

https://www.sonalgupta.design/

